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Workshop objectives

Short abstract

The use of intense short laser pulses for fundamental physics experiments
and in high potential applications raises new theoretical questions, both, in
terms of fundamental understanding and methods. The workshop is devoted
to these theoretical challenges with special attention to the new physics of
nonlinear vacua, electron motion, and radiation at intensities of 1022W/cm2
and beyond, the use of plasmonic enhancement for generating strong fields,
the dynamics of photo-excitation and photo-emission.

Scientific summary

Short laser pulses drivers, their use for ultrafast spectroscopy of atoms,
molecules, and solids, and their application to construct high-brilliance pho-
ton and particle sources all develop extremely rapidly. At the extreme field
end (see ELI) the classical electronic motion will enter into the self-field in-
teraction regime, the laser may probe vacuum non-linearities and ultimately
approach vacuum breakup. Already at much lower intensities, present rou-
tine pulses can take atoms, molecules, and solids far from their ordinary
field free state. Finally, lasers are use in various setups to build particle
and photon sources with a host of applications ranging from the creation of
ever shorter X-ray pulses, over compact particle accelerators, all the way to
medical diagnostics and therapy. This workshop is devoted to new questions
raised for theory and simulation by future intense laser sources and by cur-
rent experiments. It is intended to offer a forum for communicating the most
urgent questions from experiment to theory and in turn for highlighting new
physics that will come into experimental reach in the near future. Ample
room will be given to the discussion of current limitations and future possi-
bilities of theory and simulations and extra effort will be put into attracting
young researches to these emerging questions. Among the topics, special
emphasis will be on quantum vacuum itself, the free electron motion in the
vacuum at intensities 1022W/cm2 and beyond, ultra-fast field induced dy-
namics in atoms and molecules, field-enhancement by plasmonic effects, the
effects of strong fields on few-electron systems and solids, and the control of
laser generated particle and X-ray sources.

Fundamentals of high-field electrodynamics: Long-standing ques-
tions about vacuum nonlinearities, radiation reaction in electrodynamics and
how to formulate appropriate equations in a non-perturbative way are just
getting new attention, now in the light of high-intensity laser experiments.



They concern both classical and QED descriptions. They are not only of
fundamental academic interest, but are expected to have major impact on
experimental results of electron-positron generation, the acceleration of elec-
trons and positrons, the emission of radiation and e.g. at lower intensities
for applications to fast ignition of inertial confinement fusion. In this context
ionization processes in high-Z atoms will get on the agenda too.

Ultrafast processes in atoms, molecules, and solids: Recent years
have brought several new developments: with transient absorption spec-
troscopy a new tool for the observation of strong field or XUV induced
ultrafast dynamics has emerged. Interpretation of the observations in pres-
ence of a strong IR field remains still to be explored. Extremely high preci-
sion measurements of strong-field photo-emission times have triggered a re-
consideration of the ionization process. Measurements with time-resolution
of a few attoseconds require re-consideration of seemingly simple processes
like single-photon ionization, where the impact of intrinsic structure must
be disentangled from post-ionization scattering and possible field-induced
effects. New grounds are being explored with strong-field, ultrafast measure-
ments at solid surfaces. Plasmonic fields may enhance weak sources with
very high repetition rates to intensities that allow high harmonic generation.

Topics

• Laser based sources

– Electron and ion acceleration

– X-ray sources, including X-ray lasing

– Attosecond sources

• Atoms, molecules, and solids

– Ultrafast few-electron dynamics

– Strong field ionization

– Attosecond delays in photo-emission

• Extreme fields

– Fundamentals of strong-field QED

– Relativistic electron dynamics

– Pair production and vacuum instability



Financial support

Generous support by Ludwig Maximilians University (LMU), the Munich
Advanced Photonics Cluster (MAP), the Max Planck Institute of Quantum
Optics (MPQ: lecture hall, conference secretary) in addition to the basic
support by SILMI allowed us to fully cover the expensed by the majority of
the participants.

Documentation

The workshop web-site is hosted at MPQ:
http://www.mpq.mpg.de/APS/Frontiers2012/.

No proceedings proper were produced, but the slides of the majority of the
presentations are available all participants and anybody interested (needs to
request password). So far, requests for access came mostly from non-official
participants of the workshop.

Participant statistics

There were 31 oral presentations and 17 posters (two post-deadline, not listed
in the program) presented by 48 participants from 17 different countries.

SILMI member states: 34
SILMI non-member states: 5

USA: 2
China: 2
Japan: 2
Russia: 2

Australia: 1
Total: 48

In addition, the meeting was attended by students of the International
Max Planck Research school “Advanced Photon Science” and local scientist
(not listed in the official program) with a peak attendance of about 65 people.

Presentations and impact on the field

The workshop idea was to concentrate on topics in intense ultrafast fields
where we felt that new theory questions are arising due to experimental de-
velopments. In particular, we believe that a few new topics where brought to
greater attention of the strong field / ultrafast community, such as ultrafast



transients in phase transformation (Eugene Gamaly), large-scale simulation
of laser-surface interactions (Kazuhiro Yabana), or the use of non-equilibrium
Green’s function methods in laser-solid interactions (Andrea Marini). As to
sources, new techniques for controling plasma acceleration within established
schemes were suggested, e.g. by “two stage acceleration” (Sheng) or pro-
ducing giant half-cycle pulses (Meyer-ter-Vehn). The recent achievement of
X-ray lasing was reported in detail (Nina Rohringer).

In ultrafast dynamics, other than new topics mentioned above, approaches
to describing and measuring ionization dynamics in detail (Olga Smirnova)
and the elusive topic of time-delays in photo-ionization (Alfred Maquet) were
discussed. With intermolecular Coulomb decay (Lenz Cederbaum) another
topic that may deserve more attention from the ultrafast community was
introduced.

Finally, the status of the fundamental description of extreme fields was re-
ported with, e.g., new schemes for pair creation (Alexander Fedotov) and fun-
damentals of strong-field classical and quantum electrodynamics (Antonino
di Piazza).

Apart from the progress reports in the sub-fields and the introduction
of a few new topics, we believe that the moderate scale, and the relaxed
workshop-type atmosphere have allowed official workshop participants and
at times local audiences to come up-to-date in several hot topics of strong
field physics in general.
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